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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Attempt the end, and never
Stand to doubt;

Nothing's so hard but search
Will find it out.
—Robert Herrick

This study is doncemed with Job satisfaction among

ancillary nursing personnel, the largest single group of

ea^loyees in most hospitals. The proportion of this group
in the total employed personnel gives importance to the study.

During the period from 1950 to 1955 ancillary nursing
personnel increased 67 per cent in the United States.

In 1956

bedside care in hospitals was divided almost equally between

pix>fessional and nonprofessional personnel.^ In 1961 70 per
cent of the hospital nursing staff was composed of ancillary
personnel,^

and a further increase was predicted.

Prank W, Nevhall, speaking at the Western Hospital Con
vention in April of 1961, made a most provocative contribution
to the motivation of this study. He stated it had been

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Division of Nursing Research, Statewide Nursing Survey. Progress
'

and Action in Louisiana. U.S. Public Health Service, 1956, p. 14.
2

Edith A, Aynes, "How Can Nurses Serve Two Masters?" The
Modem Hospital. 97:111, October, 1961.

predicted that by 1970, 85 to 88 per cent of the personnel
used in hospitals vould fall in three categories!
1.
2.

Above desired age of en^Jloyraent—over 45.
Below desired age of employment—under 18.

3. Unskilled, untrained personnel.^
•This means that one of the biggest problems to be faced by

hospitals in the future is that of carefully recruiting, train
ing, and maintaining a staff of desirable mployees.

Zf cosipe-

tent employees are to be maintained there must be adequate job
s

satisfaction received.

Abrams warns, "The claim of all

aaployees to respect and consideration as human beings, with
mabitlon and the capacity for self-in^rovement poses a major
responsibility for the management of any modem business.

Zn

fact, modem business management might well measure its success

or failure as a profession in large part by the satisfaction

and opportiinities it is able to produce for its employees."^
Work is one of the chief activities of daily living.
Forty hours a week, fifty weeks a year are spent on the job,
or approximately two thousand hours each year.

sents almost one-third of the waking hours.

This repre

Considering the

^

Frank W. Nevhall, Speaker at Western Hospital Convention,
April, 1961. fermission to quote obtained. Mr. Ne^diall is Per
sonnel Officer of the Veterans Administration Hospital in
Oakland, California—a 700-bed hospital with an average of 700
ea^loyees•
Frank w. Abrams, "Management's Responsibilities in a

Complex World," Harvard Business Review. 29s29-34, May, 1951.

nuffliber of years the average person is employed, deslkrable
working conditions become of tremendous in^rtance to the
eB®>loyee.

Another point \^ich should not be Ignored is that Job
satisfaction Is inseparably linked with performance and pro<ductivity.

This fact has been substantiated from studies

conducted in industi^* psychology, sociology, and other fields.
Policies for personnel have been designed to insure adequate
Job satisfaction and productivity and for the procurement,
development, and retention of good personnel.

Job satisfaction

to the en^loyer means maximiam efficiency, extra enthusiasm for
c

the Job, fewer labor problems and a reduced rate of turnover.

Wickens, economic advisor to the U.S. Department of

Labor, coeomented that except during the war years we have never
had such a rate of turnover in the labor force in this country's
history,

Levine, in a study of turnover among hospital nursing
personnel, reported
1.

Nurse aides, orderlies, and attendants had the
highest rate of turnover.

^Ernest W, Pair, "Keeping En^loyees Satisfied," Hospital
ant. August, 1957, p. 221.

Aryness Joy Wickens, "Manpower—A Challenge of the
Sixties," Nursing Outlook. 9s619, October, 1961.

2,

Church-owned hospitals had higher turnover rates
than other types of hospitals.

3, Hospitals with schools of nursing had higher turn

over rates than those without schools of nursing.^
The turnover among ancillary personnel, according to Levine,

was 70 per cent. In each position v^ere there was a turnover,

two changes occurred in a year,® In studying the problem
further Levine and Wright observed "Simple arithmetic disclosed
that each year turnover adds nearly $100 million to the cost

of running hospitals."®
Wickens, coiranenting on the hospital situation, stated*
With such an extraordinary rate of change, with
newcomers compounded of youngsters 8md oldsters, it is

clear that the utmost care in selection of employees
will pay off; that much more training—on the job as
well as in the schools—will be needed not only for

nurses, but for all hospital employees,^®
The fact that many ancillary employees learn their work by
apprenticeship, makes the cost to the hospital expensive, not
only in dollars, but also in efficiency of performance.
The claim of employees to satisfaction, the need of

reducing costs due to unnecessajry turnover and training makes
building and maintaining job satisfaction of utmost importance.

Eugene Levine, "Turnover Aji»ng Nursing Personnel in
General Hospitals," Hospitals. 31:50, September 1, 1957.
8

Levine, pp. cit., p. 53.

9

Eugene Levine and Stuart Wright, "New Ways to Measure

Personnel Turnover in Hospitals," Hospitals. 31:38, August 1,
1957.

^SiTickens, loc. cit.
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STATEMEiir OF PURPOSE AND PROBLEM

.

This Study of Job satisfaction among ancillary person
nel was undertaken that administration might become more
cognizant of factors relating to Job satisfaction in that
group.

The general purpose was to obtain data that adminis

tration could use in evaluating Job satisfaction among ancillary
personnel.

The specific purposes were differentiated as follows*

1. To shed light on the conditions of Job satis
faction among ancillary personnel.
2.

To identify areas of weakness.

3. To gather data to assist in future planning.
This necessitated the use of an effective aresearch tool itdiich

would uncover the factors related to Job satisfaction among

ancillary personnel, the problem chosen for the study.

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The basic assun^tions, centered on the relation of Job
satisfaction to other factors, were*

1. Job satisfaction lowers the cost of nursing service*
2.

Job satisfaction Improves service to patients.

3. Job satisfaction lowers the rate of turnover aim>ng
en^loyees.

Building and maintaining Job satisfaction is, then, one of the
most essential duties of administration.

This study was restricted by certain limitations vSiich
were imposed by the topic.

It was limited to 1) a selected

hospital, and 2) full time ancillary personnel on duty the

days the employee inventory was administeraa. Therefore, con
sideration of time and procedure placed two restrictions upon
the scope of the study.

DEFI19ITI0N OF TBBMS

The terms peculiar to this study were those of Job
satisfaction, ancillary personnel, and full time eanployee.
Their meanings in this context were expressed as follows t
iTob satisfaction.

This term refers to pleasure

received by the individual worker through labor in the organ

ization of his choice.

Job satisfaction is used despite the

colloquial nature of the word, "job."

It is the word most

commonly used by this class of workers vhen they refer to
their occupation.

The connotation of the term job satis

faction includes the total work situation.

This aspect of

the study will be discussed further in Chapter IX.
Ancillary personnel.

This refers to non-professional

auxiliary, or subsidiary workers; vho have received little or

no formal training and Who leam their work by the apprentice

ship method or on-the-job training.

They are classified as*

1) nurses' aide, nurse attendant, or nursing assistant;
orderly or attendant; and 3) ward clerk.

2}

Although the licensed

vocational nurse (Xt.V.N.) or licensed practical nurse (b.P.fi.)

Is now required to have a minliBum of nine months' training in
an approved school, the nursing profession places them in

this category and not in the professional group.
Since hospital volunteer service personnel are frequently
referred to as avixiliary, the writer chose to use the word an
cillary.
i-Ull-t

Loyee.

A full-tin^ employee refers to one

who works a minimum of forty hours a week, and is designated
as full time by the personnel office.

ORGANIZATION OP THE REMAINDER OP THE STUDY

The organization of the study followi.

COiapter I neces

sarily dealt with the introductory phase, the statement of
purpose and problem, 8uid the assumptions and limitations and
definition of terms.

Chapter II consists of findings gleaned from the review

of related literature and studies pertinent to the topic.
Studies of similar investigations were found to be applicable
to the hospital situation although many were conducted in

fields other than nursing.
Chapter III presents

1) the method of appiroach; 2} a

description of the tooly and 3) the method of procedure and
administration of the survey.

Chapter IV discusses

I) a comprehensive presentation

and analysis of the results of each section of the survey;
and 2) the computation and comparison.

Chapter V contains 1) a general resme of the survey
as a vhole along with the more significant findings; 2) the
presentation of a nun^er of major conclusions that can be
I

drawn from the Information received In the survey; and

3)

recommendations.

'•

- U 'i i
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Nothing has such power to broaden
the mind as the ability to investigate
systematically and truly all that comes
under thy observation in life,
—Marcus Aurelius

The past tvx> decades have witnessed a change in the

philosophy and techniques of progressive managesia:it.
has been a transfer of emphasis to the mployee.

There

Quantities

of literature have been written, nuBft>erless studies have been

conducted, and hundreds of thousands of dollars spent pertain
ing to job satisfaction among employees.
As literature was reviewed, infonaation pertinent to

the hospital field was gathered as a basis for this thesis.
Similar studies were examined to gain knowl^ge and a better

understzunding of the various phases of this type of investi

gation. Only a small nuBd>er of these pertained to the hospital
field.

Bhanerous studies resulting from research conducted in

business, education and industry, however, were of help. It
%fas noted, that leaders in these research fields fo\md that
common factors were related to Job satisfaction regardless of
the type of job or the type of organization.

These same

factors are applicable also to the hospital situation.

JOB SATISFACTION

The term "job satisfaction," as usually used in liter

ature, lacks adequate definition* )&>st atten^ts at analysis
agree that there are memy facets to the term*

The only defi

nition found was that of Robert Hoppock \ho defined it as "any
combination of psychological, physiological and environmental

circumstances that causes a person truthfully to say *I am

satisfied with

Job,*"^ In the same context, he states

further that "through some psychological or physiological
mechanism, most of us acquire a sort of vaguely defined attitude

toward our total job situation*"^ This definition was used in
the study as the foundation for defining job satisfaction, as

pleasure received by the individual worker through labor in
the organization of his choice*

Paul Lafitte ascribes job satisfaction to factors

similar to those used by Hoppocki physiological, environmental,

sociological, and personal.^ He remarks succinctly that the

^Robeart Hoppock,

(New Yorkt Harper and

Brothers, 1935), p. 47.

^Ibid.. p* 48.
3Paul Lafitte, Social structure and Personality
Factory (Hew Yorki The Macmillan Company, 1958), p. 1.

tdwark a person "must do in order to live is tolerable so long
as it is acceptable in detail, is not too grossly out of line

with his history, and is not totally unpromising for his future.
There are intrinsic and extrinsic satisfactions derivable from

work,

"The intrinsic includes the enjoyment of work for it

self; the extrinsic satisfaction is derived from the results

that work brings, in terms of economic, psychological and

social returns."^ In other words, these writers are saying
that the work situation depends on a detailed realistic appre
ciation of the work situation; a proper evaluation of one's
place in society, idiich is based on his backgrovmd; and on

the ability to adjust to one's past and one's prospects for
ttie future.

Varied opinions relative to the scope of the term job
satisfaction were noted in reviewing literature.

Some view

it as a result determined by the total situation—at work, at
home, and in every aspect of life.

Others hold that satis

faction can be separated into major areas.
Job satisfaction was almost inseparably bound to the

words nusrale and attitude.

H, Alan Bobinson, reporting on

job satisfaction researches, remarked:

Ibid., p. 220.
C. H, Patterson, "Attitudes Toward Work"

5 Quarterlv. 7:155-158, Spring, 1959.

It has often been questioned. • . whether to include
morale studies vhen reporting on job satisfaction
researches• Morale studies have been included and are
now included for the following reasonss 1) Since nwarale,

job satisfaction, and attitudes are used too often with
out definition? and often interchangeably, it is essential
in order to give adequate coverage. 2) When a distinction
is made between morale and job satisfaction, morale is

usually the broader term and information about imsrale often
includes information about job satisfaction.®
This invites some consideration of the more inclusive concept
of nK>rale«

Some of the definitions given for morale seem more

applicable to job satisfaction. Smith and Western defined
laorale as "an attitude of satisfaction with, desire to continue

in, and willingness to strive for the goals of a particular

group or organization."*' Osing the terra more broadly, McKeen ~
called morale a

• .'feeling of satisfaction* or 'condition

of happiness* and well-being molded by the individual himself
and by the organization he is part of."

Continuing, the same

author asserts? "WO matter how large the cc»{^>any or how far-

flung its operations, the status or morale will be determined

®H. Alan Robinson, "Job Researches of 1958,"
.dance Journal. May, 1959, p. 672.
R, G. Smith cuod R. J, Western, Studies of Morale Method
ology and Criteria. Research Bulletin 51-29. San Antonio? USAP

Air Training Command, Htman Resources Research Center, 1961, p.l,

to a great extent by the individual's attitude toward his
company—by his respect for it and by his sense of identifica

tion with it."®

This necessitates some further r«narks upon

the concept of attitude.

ATTITUDE

As mentioned, attitude is the stand or position taken

by an individual.
attitudes.

Many factors enter into the formation of

Among them are past emotional experiences, values,

needs, oppoirtunities and the influence of members of the social
group,

Such a composite is referred to also as morale.

To

clarify these, it has been suggested that morale be used vSien
referring to the group emd job satisfaction be employed ^en
In

thii^ing of the worker as an individual.

Since, however,

this study uses the term job satisfaction with reference to

both the group and the individual, the present review of
pertinent literature turns here to a discussion of findings
on factors that relate to satisfaction on the job.

John E. MtiKeen, "Men, Methods, and Morale,"
Review. April, 1957, p. 72.

Henry Beauimsnt, The Psychology of 1

(New YorkI

Longmans, Green and Co., 1945), pp. 26-27.
Edward K. Strong, "Satisfactions and Interests,"
American Psychologist. August, 1958, p. 449.
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FACTORS RELATING TO JOB SATISFACTION

Despite differing views regarding the scope of the

term job satisfaction, there was agreement on some of the

relative factorsi good working relationship with co-workers,
good working conditions, effective supervision, fair and

impartial treatment, opportunity for advancement, adequate com
munications, job security, status, recognition by management,
and a salary fairly administered and comparable to similar
companies.

One review of about twenty studies reported that
employees generally ranked the importance of the factors in
the following orders
Security
Opportunity for advancement
Company and management
Wages
Intrinsic factors

Supervision

Social aspects of the job
Communications

Working conditions

Benefits^^
Thus some non-monetary factors were ranked as more important
than wages. Although generally agreed that wages constitute

one of the most controversial factors, this factor usually
ranked fourth or fifth.

^^Frederick Herzberg, et al,. Job Attitudes
Psychological Service of PittsBurgh, 1957), p, 44<

{Pittsburghs

It was also generally agreed that the conditions under

vSiich greatest productivity can be achieved are without

question the same conditions vAiich provide maximum job satis
faction. These conditions were then expressed as followst

job satisfaction must provide room for growth, evenry person

—

should have experiences which increase his personal worth and

importance. There must be full communication throughout an
organization for relationships with co-workers are vital to

job satisfaction, l^astly, it was observed that ea^loyees are
iiK>re strongly influenced by their immediate supervisor than

—

by any other factor in the work environment.
Many concurred with Hoppock that numerous other factors
affected feelings alx>ut the job.

"Family relationships, health,

relative social status in the community, and a multitude of

other factors may be just as important as the job itself in

determining what we tentatively choose to call job satis
faction.'

All of these views provide a philosophical frame of
reference,

CHANGING PATTERNS OF PHILOSOPHY

During the past decade administrative practices have

undergone marked changes. There has been a growing concern

^^Hoppodk, ga. cit.. p. 5«

for the individiial as a human beingi his needs, his develoiment,

his state of mind, have been emphasized as the focal points of
personnel policy and practice. As a res\ilt, anployee surveys
have gained increased popularity.

A survey quickly furnishes information that indicates
^ere and vhy weaknesses exist*

This enables management to
13

provide remedial action before problems become acute.

Thousands of dollars have been spent on surveys of job satis

faction among employees by progressive organizations, in
industry and business. The survey is son^tiraes referred to as
an opinion poll, attitude or morale inventory.

Information

gathered in this manner makes management aware of the thoughts
and feelings of the employee*

It is a tool for use in improv

ing morale, increasing job satisfaction, producing greater
productivity, and identifying weak spots*

Completely anony

mous, the survey gives the employee the freedom to express his
true feelings.

Renroval of the personal element makes manage

ment more receptive to suggestions elicited*
"There is no finer source of information on how an

organization can be irt^roved," wrote Arthur, "than the honest

opinions of the people in that gixsup."^^

R. Glennon, jSSl li.*»
Dimensions in Measuring
Morale," Har^rd Business Review. 381106, January-February, 1960.
Guy B, Arthur, "En^loyee Opinion Surveys That Help
Management," Personnel Journal, Decanber, 1950, p. 261*

SCIEICE BESE2VBCH ASSOCIATES EMPLOYEE INVENTORY

The S.R.A. Employee Inventory^^ survey form was found
in reviewing literature.

This was used for collecting the

data for this study suid is further discussed in the next
chapter.

The method of administering the survey is also

essplained in detail in Chapter III.

SUMMARY

This chapter has sought to provide an overview of cur-*
rent thinking relative to the in^rtance of job satisfaction

and the contributing factors.
The employee survey is a means of aiding management in

planning programs of job satisfaction improvement# since
management must first

and weakness.

avrare of existing areas of strength

These surveys have been widely used and have

been am effective method of convincing management that xoore
than dollars is needed to produce satisfied employees.
The tool for collecting data for this study# a question
naire survey called the S.R.A. Es^loyee Inventory# was found

in reviewing literature.

iSpor brevity the Science Research Associates En^loyee
Inventojcy will be referred to in the remainder of the thesis
as the S.R.A. inqpiloyee Inventory.

•
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

If we could first know v^ere
we are and vdilther we are

tending, we could better judge
%toat to do and bow to do it.
—^Abraham Lincoln

An is^jortant criterion of the effectiveness of an

organization is the attitude or nK>rale of its eiqc>loyeea«

A

recent Gallup Poll disclosed that nearly fifty per cent of
persons suanreyed are unhappy in their work.

A tool, used with increasing frequency, for deterraining
raorale, is the employee survey or opinion poll. The very act
of participation contributes to a healthy ©uployee reaction,
itoployees are pleased vhen management ai^s for their opinion
and receive catharsis from completing the questionnaire. An
established psychological fact is that when a person puts
his ccaaplaint on paper—spells it out—the heat of the com

plaint is largely dispersed for the eo^loyee; he has trans

ferred his dissatisfaction.^

^Science Research Associates, Inc., "Uses of the S.R.A,
En^loyee Inventory Results," Mimeographed material. Chicago*
Science Research Associates, pp. 1-3, 23.

mmOD OF RESEAHCH

The method of research %hlch seemed to lend itself

best to a study of job satisfaction was the descriptive or
normative survey vhich is designed to determine the normal or

typical condition. According to Good, the purposes of this
method of investigation aret

1, To secure evidence concerning the existing
situation or current condition,

2, To identify standards or norms with xidiich
to compare present conditions, in order to

plan the next step,

3, To determine how to take the next step
(having determined ^ere we are and \diere

/ \

we wish to go),2
These purposes are adaptable to a study of the factors
relating to job satisfaction arx>ng ancillary nursing personnel.
This type of investigation has received son^ negative
evaluation as a method of research, however. Good in answer
to the criticisms sayst

Certainly adequate survey data in the hands of an

investigator of insight can be used for forward-looking
purposes,

Another criticisaR of the descriptive survey method
has been that it is superficial and not worthy of
recognition as a research approach to is^rtant problems.

Carter V, Good,

Introduction to Educational Research

(Hew Yorks Appleton-Century-Crafts Inc,, 1959), pp, 167-8, 424,

It should be pointed out that descriptive studies

provide essential knowledge about the nature of
objects, events and persons.

Descriptive-survey

specialists have devised many tools and techniques

for gathering evidence incliiding standard tests and
norms, score cards and rating scales, inventories and

schedules, and public opinion polls.^
For these reasons, the survey approach was adapted to this
study.
After deciding upon the method of research the next

step involved dhoosing a tool vhich would be adaptable to the
purposes of the study, one ^ich would prove to be not only
reliable but valid as well.

An investigation of pertinent

literature and similar studies revealed that the tools named

by Good had been used frequently in research.

A survey in

questionnaire form called the S.R.A. En®>loyee Inventory wui
selected to collect the data.

SCIENCE BESEARCB ASSOCIATES EMPLOYEE INVENTORY

The inventory Just named was developed and standardized

after four years of intensive research. The researchers repre
sented the fields of psychology, sociology, industry, business
and economics.

Their work iresulted in the first standardized

survey tool which companies could use themselves. Its develop
ment was sponsored by the Industrial Relations Center of the

IMS.., pp. 167, 168.

tJniVisrslty of Chicago at a cost of over $100,000*
The authors include several well-known namest

Rohert

K* Bums, Professor of Industrial Relations and Executive

Officer of the Industrial Relations Center at the thiiversity
of Chicago.

Besides his research and university background.

Dr. Bums has had wide experience in business and industry;
Ii. b. Thurstone. Distinguished Service Professor of Psychology
at the University of Chicago.

Or. Thurstone was appointed the

United States delegate for the International Congress of Psy
chology on two different occasions and is the author of many
books on psychology;

\iho has been active in

personnel management and research in industry; and Melanv E.
. Dr. Baehr is Research Associate at the Industrial

Relations Center, University of Chicago and was previously
Research Officer under the South African Council for Scien

tific and Industrial Research.

A nunher of others assisted

with the research project.

Well over a million employees have been surveyed in
establishing the reliability and validity of the inventory.

A national standardized set of norms have been developed based
on approximately 900,000 people in nearly 1300 businesses,

Scmm of the business organizations vhich have used the inventory
are: Sears, Roebuck and Con^any, Armour and Company, New York
Central Railroad, Johnson and Johnson, B. P. Goodrich, Kraft

Foods, and Macy*s.

The inventory consists of seventy-eight items ejspx&samd
in simple language v^ich reiterate statements en^loyees make
ahout their Johs*

labeled "agree,**

Each item has three boxes, ^ese are

"question," or "disagree." The items are

grouped in one of fifteen categories. The fifteen cat^ories

ares

job demands, tsorking conditions, pay, es^loyee benefits,

friendliness and cooperation of fellow esployees, supervisor-

ei^loyee interpersonal relations, confidence in management,
technical ccm^tence of supervision, effecti^mmess of adminis

tration, adequacy of communication, security of job and work

relations, status and recognition, identification with the
ccmqpany, opportunity for girowth and advancmaent and reactions
to the inventory.

Space is provided, also, for the addition of as many as
twenty-one statmoents if an organization desires to adapt
statements to a particular situation and for any comments the
ett^loyee would like to make.

The results of the inventory are not reported in per
centages, but are measured against a norm.

SRA tabulated the

responses of over 900,000 en5>loyees establishing a norm or
average or typical response for different classes of work

throughout the nation.

Responses are measured against this norm

telling vhether the results are average, above average or below
average and to vhat degree it varies from the national norm.

Moreover, the S.R.A, En5)loyee Inventory was developed
as a management tool to evaluate morale and the adequacy of

ccnnmunicatlons, point out training needs, pin-point areas of
weakness, help ii^rove employee relations, increase effective

ness of svq»ervision and permit aaployees to ea^press their

feelings. It is sisply stated, easily understood, and can be

quickly scored.^
METHOD OP PROCEDURE

Permission ^s obtained from the administrator of the

hospital and the director of nursing service to conduct the

study. This was done by personal interview. Since a similar
study had been conducted on the professional nurse group, the
administrative staff wej^ acquainted with the inventory and

the plan.

When conpleted, this with the previous study would

provide information on the satisfactions of the total nursing
staff,

Each full time nssEtber of the hospital ancillary nursing
staff was contacted personally by the "writer and given a

letter® explaining the plan and urging one hundred per cent
participation. Part-time enployees "were not included.

Science Research Associates, General Manual for th<

S.R.A. Employee In"yentorv. Third Edition (Chicagot Science
Research Associates, Inc., 1952}, p. 2.
See Appendix

Thm supervisors 'were contacted personally and asked to
assist with scheduling the adbalnlstratlon of the survey, Ihls
was done to make th«a feel a part of the planning, to arrange
the scheduling for least Interference with the workload, and
to gain their cooperation.

Plans were carefully laid to Insure that the actual

administration of the Inventory would run smoothly, A stag«
gered schedule was planned, and a few en^loyees from each

di^artmemt participated in each group so the work on the units
would continue uninterrupted,

A check list of the ^i^loyees

scheduled In each group was In readiness. Instructions had
been read and re-read, a coding plan de-vlsed, and the room put

In readiness to accommodate the largest group anticipated.

There were ample In-ventory forms and sharpened pencils, A
ballot box <was prepared and placed In a convenient location.
As soon as the group assembled, the purpose of the
Inventoiry was explained, and assurance of anonymity was given.

Instructions for coding and filling out the form were explained
and opportimlty given to ask questions.

Participants were

encouraged to be honest, to e3q>ress themselves freely, and to

add any written ccxmmmts they %flShed, They were asked not to
discuss the Inventory with any one who had not previously

filled out the form to obtain the most accurate results possible*
They were instructed to cheOk carefully to be sure each item

h&d a response lAien they had completed the form, before folding
and placing it in the ballot box.

The inventory, employed chiefly in industry, used the

terms "boss," "management" and "company," To insure accuracy
and avoid confusing the terms, their application to the hospi
tal situation was written on the blacikboard.

Boas referred to

the person directly over thaar management to nursing office
personnelI and company, to hospital management in general,
including the payroll department, personnel office and the
hospital administrator.

Due to eraplosmes scheduled days off administration of
the survey to full tin® employees on duty on one specified
day, as originally planned, wuld have elicited only 60 to 75

per cent participation.

For that reason the survey was repeated

on three consecutive days.

Of the eighty-four employees nho

were eligible, 95 per cent participated.

Three were ill, two

having had major surgery and one was on vacation.

SUMMZ^BY

This chapter is concerned with the method of research

and the tool used in collecting the data.
The inventory used in the study was developed by the
Science Research Associates and is a management tool.
are measured against the national norm.

Findings

An explanation is given

o£ how the norms were set up to establish the reliability and
validity of the results.

The inventory was given to groups of full time employees
on three consecutive days.

The chapter concludes with a description of the procedure
for administration.
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CHAPTER IV

CtASSlFlCATION AND ANALYSIS OP DAfA

Consequences stem £rom causes.
—Author Unknown

The classification and analysis of data provides oppor

tunity for an examination of the findings and for detection of

evidence lying buried beneath the surface which might be of
valuable information.

A description of procedure follows.

PROCEDURE OF CLASSIFICATION

The process of classifying and analyzing data was begun

by setting up work sheets on vAiich the results of the survey
could be recorded.

Questionnaire items were recorded so as to

provide for responses showing agreement, uncertainty, and dis
agreement, and the replies were placed in appropriate columns
on the work sheets. After tallying each item, the agree and

disagree responses were carefully totaled. Uncertain and
omitted replies were counted on the side of disagreement as

suggested by the researchers Who developed the norms for the
S.R.A. Inventory. The total was then checked against the

number of participants to insure the accuracy of each count.
Lastly, the percentages of agree and disagree responses were
computed.

As else^ere described, l^e S.R.A. Employee Inventory

used in the study, differs from the usual opinion poll question"
iialre in idiieh eacdt item stands by itself. This inventory
provides for combining the seventy-eight items in fifteen

categories and for combining these categories further in six
broad areas.

Such an arrangement reduces the possibility of

the distortion that frequently results from a misintexrpretation

of %»rding.^
Accordingly, the iteois on the inventory and the replies
given to them by respondents were classified in the categories

designated, providing a more accurate portrayal of employee

opinions^ than could be obtained without grouping. When the
classifying was c<»apleted, all figures were rechecked to Insure

accuracy and sent to the Science Research Associates in Chicago
for scoring. There the scores were plotted on a social form

"Category Results on the S,R,A, Enaployee Inventory," according
to the following classificationsi "Very Iiow" (lowest 10 per
cent of companies surveyed), "lk>w" (next 20 per cent), "Average"

(middle 40 per cent), "High" (next 20 per cent), and "Very High"

(top 10 per cent of companies surveyed).^ Thus the plotting of

(Chicago! Science Research Associates, 1952), p. 3,

^Ibid,
Ibid., p. 9

scores on this form Showed the ancillary group standing in

arelatlon to the standing of employees in general industry.^
CATEGORy RESULTS

She plotting of category results shown in Figure 1

indicates the gtneral level of morale for the ancillary group*®
An examination of the plotting of the category results revealed

a majority of the scores fell in the high margin of the average
coluion denoting a percentile standing of about 62 as the mean

for the group*

Although this result stands well above the

fiftieth percmitile for the stardardization group* there was an
immediate awareness that the profile revealed a wide range for
potential inprovma^t*
According to the S*R.A* researchers an average morale

level indicates laCk of enthusiasm by a group for their work
and for the employing organization.

Since such a condition is

no better than that prevailing throughout the nation, it remains
at best rather unassuring*

This finding, therefore, does not
6

indicate a safe situation or a desirable condition*

The category results also indicated the strong and weak
points felt by the group*

Ibid.

p. 17,

These strengths and weaknesses are
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shown In Figuzre 1 by sAirfced deviations in the group score. Zn
a group of raore than fifty ea^Jloyees variations frcm the group
mean exceeding 5 percentile points are probably significant
and those variations exceeding 10 points are definitely significant.

Since the study group was made up of eighty subjects,

such deviations were considered as having significance, and,
isaxlced deviations were carefully analyzed to obtain a knowledge
of the attitude of eoployees#

category scores showed significant deviations above and
below the group mean.

Significant variations abo"\^ the group

n^an were considered to suggest ei^loyee satisfaction or areas
of strength.

Oa this basis, it appeared that employees were

satisfied with working conditions, friendliness and cooperation
of fellow enployees, supervisor-employee interpersonal relation
ships, and identification with the c<xipany.

Correspondingly, significant variations below the group
mean were considered to denote employee dissatisfaction or
areas of weakness %hich were in need of improveiMmt.

These

areas werei saployee benefits, pay, adequacy of communication,

security of Job wad work relations and, status and recognition*
These areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction will receive

specific consideration under item results.

t P'* iSal'

vM

The over-all group responses to items are shown in

Figure 2, "Item Results on the S.R»A. Employee Inventory," The

coluann preceding the

Fav." column identifies the percent

age who "A" agreed or "D" disagreed to the statements.

Plot

ting these scores automatically compared them with national
norms.

Item results are presented under the six broad areas.

The Science Research Associates# as previously stated#
grouped the seventy-eight items in fifteen categories and
these again into six broad areas; job and conditions of work,

financial rewards, personal relations in the company, operat
ing efficiency, individual satisfactions and reactions to the

inventory. It seemed feasible, therefore, to employ the same
grouping in reporting the results.

To facilitate reading and increase the clarity of the
findings a pattern was chosen to present the results. Those
findings which did not show a significant deviation from the
group mean appear first in each category. They are followed

by deviations above the mean which denote areas of strength
or employee satisfaction. Lastly, the group responses below
the mean appear. These signify areas of weakness.

It is important for the reader to keep in mind that
the plotting of the scores is a comparison with the national
nom. For this reason some high percentages plotted low and
some low percentages plotted high.
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VERY LOW

ITEM

AVERAGE •

I. JOB DEMANDS
1. The hours of work here are

qs

O.K.

27. I often feel worn out and tired

on my job.

□SI

29. They expect too much from us

^ 59

S9. My job is often dull and monot

^ 93

around here.

onous.

S4. There is too much pressure on
my job.

II.

D

WORKING CONDITIONS

2. Management does everything
possible to prevent accidents in
our work.

9. Management is doing its best to

give us good working condi
tions.

29. Poor working conditions keep
me from doing my best in my
work.

90. For my kind of Job, the working
conditions are O.K.

S5. Some of the working conditions
here are annoying.
56. I have the right equipment to
do my work.

III.

PAY

4. In my opinion, the pay here is
lower than in other companies.

5. They should do a better job of
handling pay matters here

91. I'm paid fairly compared with
other employees

57. My pay is enough to live on
comfortably

IV.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

6. 1 understand what the company
benefit program provides for
employees.

92. Compared with other compa
nies.

employee

are good.

benefits

here

S8. r m satisfied with the way em
ployee

here.

benefits

are

handled

59. The company's employee bene
fit program is O.K.

amm

QfSI
62

Bill

a

VERY LOW

VERY HIGH

V. FRIENDLINESS AND COOPERATION OF FELLOW EMPLOYEES

7. The people I work with help each I

other out when someone fails [ A

I

J

I

li

|
I

behind or gets in a tight spot.
33. A few of the people I work
with think they run the place.

34. The people f work with get
along well together.
10. The people I work with are i a i

very friendly.

—

I /^

VI. SUPERVISOR-EMPLOYEE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
8. My boss IS too interested in his
own success to care about the

needs of employees.
9. My boss is always breathing
down our necks; he watches us

too closely.

D <^o

° 96

10. My boss gives us credit and
praise for work well done.

A 2/

35. My boss has always been fair
in his dealings with me.

36. My

boss gets employees to

work together as a team.

61. My boss really tries to get our
ideas about things.

A

A yo

62. My boss ought to be friendlier

^ 7%

toward employees.

63. My boss lives up to his prom

^ 29

ises.

VII. CONFIDENCE IN MANAGEMENT
11. Management here does every
thing it can to see that employ

a
So
o

ees get a fair break on the job.

12. If I have a complaint to make,
1 feel free to talk to someone
up-the-line.

<

So

7. I have confidence in the fair
ness and honesty of manage

S9

ment.

38. Management here is really in
terested in the welfare of em

ployees.

39. Most of the higher-ups are
friendly toward employees.
64. Management here has a very
good personnel policy.

65. Management ignores our sug
gestions and complaints.

VIII. TECHNICAL COMPETENCE OF SUPERVISION
13. My boss sees that employees
are properly trained for their
jobs.

14. My boss sees that we have the

things we need to do our jobs.
40. Mv boss keeps putting things
off; he just lets things ride.
41. My boss let us know exactly
what IS expected of us.

66. My boss knows very little about
his job.

B7. My boss has the work well or
ganized.

A
A

2S

D

26

A

2S

D

9S

Dlmm

IX. EFFECTIVENESS OF ADMINISTRATION
IS. Management here is really try
ing

to build

the organization

and make it successful

16. Management here sees to it that
there is cooperation
departments.

between

42. Manogement fails to give clearcut orders and instructions.

68, This company operates efficient
ly and smoothly.
69. Management really knows its
job.

X. ADEQUACY OF COMMUNICATION
17. Management

tells

employees

about company plans and de
velopments.'

5V-

16. They encourage us to make
suggestions tor improvements

7S

here.

49. I know how my job fits in with

70

other Work m this organization.

44. Management keeps us in the

■
IDll
_

dark about things we ought to

D

know.

/^

70. They have a poor way of han
dling
employees
complaints
here

71. You can say what you think

a

..

around here.

XI.

SECURITY OF JOB AND WORK RELATIONS

19. I am olten bothered by sudden

speed-ups or unexpected slack

43

periods in my work.
20. Changes are made here with

little regard tor the welfare of
employees.
45. Long

service

really

means

something in this organization.

46. You can gel fired around here
without much cause.

47. 1 con be sure of my job as long
as I do good work
72. You always know where you
stand with this company.
73. When

layoffs

are

Dll
□11

necessary,

they are handled fairly.

STATUS AND RECOGNITION
21. Compared with other employ
ees. we get very little attention
from management

22. Sometimes 1 feel that my job
counts

for

very

organization.

little in this

48. I have plenty of freedom on the
job to use my own judgment.

49. Everybody in this organization
tries to boss us around.

D

D .7^
^ 48
D

74. I am very much underpaid for
the work that I do.

75. I'm

really

doing

worthwhile in my job.

XIII.

something

88

IDENTIFICATION WITH THE COMPANY

23. The longer you worjc Tor this
company the more you feel you

belong.

24. I have a great deal of interest

DEfll

in this company and its future.

SO. I really feel part of this organi
zation.

78. I'm proud to work for this com
pany.

IDBI

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH AND ADVANCEMENT
25. I have little opportunity to use
my abilities in this organization.

28. There are plenty of good jobs
here for those who want to get
ahead.

51. The people who get, promotions
around here usually deserve
them.

52. I can learn a great deal on my

□II
□Si

present job.

XV.

REACTIONS TO THE INVENTORY

77. Filling in this inventory is a
good way to let management
know what employees think.

78. I think some good may come
out of

filling in an inventory

like this one.

□□i
□□i

JOB AHD CONDITIONS OF WORK

The first broad area is comprised of two categories,
job demands and working conditions.

These cover the major

factors having to do with the job situation.

Job Demands

The category, job demands, contains it^s that concern

the reaction of the employee to hours of work, fatigue, work
load, monotony and boredom and pressure.

As shown in Figure 3,

the mean for this category fell well above the center of the
average scale.

Ancillary scores on item results varied from

the lower part of the average scale to well above the center
of the high scale.

^6

%

fair. ? Very Lew
1, The hoars of worfc

A

95

D

55

B

59

D

93

Areng*

here are 0.£,

27, I often feel worn oat
and tired on ny joh»

28, fhey expeot too raioh
from as aroond here*

53, Ify Job is often dull
and monotonous.

54, There is too maoh pressare on
job.
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FIGURE 3

PROFILE OF THE ANCILLARY GROUP ON THE S.R.A. EMPLOYEE
INVENTORY FOR ITEM RESULTS OP
THE JOB DEMANDS CATEGORY
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Discqsslon of the findings. The group score for hours

of work fell on the mean. Since there was no deviation from ^
the mean this response was not significant. It is quite pos
sible, however, that the group score might have been higher in
this respect had there not recently been a change in the hours

of work. There were a number %dio resisted the change feeling
they would be inconvenienced.

Monotony and boredom responses deviated above the group
mean.

The group score, well above the center of the high

scale, showed a highly satisfactory response, indicating that
the group did not find their work monotonous or dull.
The group score in response to job pressure fell in

the high margin of the average scale.

It was/a little more

than five points above the group mean and was probably signif
icant.

There were twenty-one per cent %dio felt pressured, a

number of whom made written comments® to that effect.
Reactions to job pressure are not only a result of the actual
pressure that exists but also of the employee's attitude
Q

toward it.

It is quite possible that by improving communica

tions both up and down-the-line so as to provide added opporttinity for employee expression, some of the pressure felt
might be alleviated.

See Appendix

Ibid., p. 17

Areas of %iea3cness in this category appeared under

fatigue and work load. Fatigue showed slightly more than ten
points deviation vtoich brought the group score below the mid

point in the average scale. There were forty-five per cent
vho felt worn out and tired on the Job.
There was a highly significant reaction to work load

with the group score deviating approximately twenty-five
points below the group mean and fifteen points below the

national norm bringing the group score in the low portion of
the average scale.

This was the most significant deviation

in the first broad area.

Negative reactions to these two items Just reported
suggest either that the work load was too great or that there

was a sudden speed-up due to increased patronage. The survey
*ias conducted early in December after six weeks high occupancy
and may reveal hostilities escperienced by en^loyees frcmi
fatigue or from inability to adjust their pace to the increased
occupancy.

The survey results show this is an area of weakness

and further investigation is recommended.

Working Conditions

The category, working conditions, includes items that

elicit information pertaining to the safety program, manage
ment's interest in working conditions, effects of working
conditions on work efficiency, over-all adequacy of working
conditions, specific working conditions and equipment.

As ihosm In Pigura 4, ths mmmn h»rm fsll in th« lo«Nir iHirt of
the hlgjh scale.

Xtsaa results Bcorea for the ancllXairy group

range from the center of the average scale to ^e ui»|»er margin
of the high scale.
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Piscussion of the findings.

There was no meaaureable

deviation on mam^ement's interest in tmxlciag conditicms.
effects on work efficiency* or on overfall adequacy.

Zn other

words* t^ resiMMBses to these itesw were not significimt.
Minety-three per cent of the group responded favorably
to adequacy of equipmrntt with the score falling more than tea

points ahove the mean in the upper part of the high scale.

This Is highly significant of employee satisfaction to adequacy

of equipment.
There were sixty-three per cent ^o Indicated no annoy
ing conditions In their work.

Although the group score fell

In the middle of the high scale, ten or more points above the

mean, there were unfavorable responses by thirty-seven per cent
vftiose attitude could leaven the group If the annoyances were
great enough.

Eighty-three per cent Indicated a lack of satisfaction

to management's Interest In preventing accidents.

Here the

deviation Is highly significant standing twenty-five points
below the group mean.

Management could well afford to consider

vhether this response Indicated hidden feelings or feelings of
an Inadequate safety program.

Actually, there Is an active safety program being
carried on and the problem could easily be a matter of faulty
or Inadequate conmunlcatlon.

It Is quite possible that the

employees In this group are not cognizant of the program being
carried out by the safety committee under the direction of the
assistant administrator.

FINANCIAL REWAIOSS

Pay and employee benefits constitute the categories
of the second broad area.

For reasons soon to be considered

inventory results revealed this to be the area of greatest
weakness.

Facets included under the category of pay were a compar
ison with other companies, administration of pay, comparison

with other employees in the company and over-all adequacy.
Figure 5 shows that the category mean for the ancillary group
fell in the lo-wer part of the average scale.

Group scores on

the items in this category range from the upper part of the

low scale to the upper part of the average scale.

Very Low

Low

4, In isgr opinion, tha pay
bare Is lower than in

otber oompanies.

5. They sbould do a better
job of handling pay

D

49

matters hero.

31. I am paid fairly oesnpared
with other employees.
57, ify pay is enough to IIto

on oc^ortably.

A
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FOR ITEM RESULTS OF THE PAY CATEGORY

Discussion of the findings.

There was a highly significant

response to pay in comparison with other employees with a devia
tion above the group mean of approximately thirty points.

Since

the favorable responses to this item were only sixty-eight per
cent, this indicates a much better attitude than in other groups
^ich were surveyed in establishing the national norm.

There was a significant deviation of ten points above
the group mean indicating satisfaction in the handling of pay

matters although the group score was slightly below the national
norm.

Since there was a favorable response of only 49 per cent,

this item is recommended for further study.

Significant deviations below the mean indicated the group
felt the pay was lower than in other companies and that it was
not adequate.

It was not suirprising that pay, one of the most commonly
discussed topics among employees, should elicit many written
comments concerning the rate of pay and handling of pay matters.
Salaries for ancillary personnel in similar type hospitals were
checked and it was found that salaries of the participants were

comparable to those in the area.

The employees vftio make up this

group, generally speaking, readh only minimum requirements edu
cationally, and are unable to reach a higher level of achieve
ment or are uninterested in doing so.

Their reaction could be

a psychological response expressed in their rate of pay.

The items in the category of employee benefits covered

factors such as knowledge of the benefit program, comparison

with other companies, administration of benefit program and,
over-all adequacy.

Employee benefit score results as sho%m

in Figure 6 fell the lowest of any category in the survey, with
the group mean a little above the center of the low scale.

Very

Very Low

Low

rage

High

High

6, I understand nhat the

OfxapaiQr benefit program
proTides for employees.

32, Cwnpared with other
oorapanies, eopl<^ee
benefits here are good.
58, I'm satisfied with the

way the mnployee benefits
are handled here.

59, The oonspangr's employee
benefit program is 0,E,

A

61
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Discussion of the findings.

None of the scores on the

items in this category indicated significemt deviations from
the mean.

The benefit program and manner of administration

showed deviations of almost five points and so were of only .
probable significance.

Since the benefit program provisions eoBqE>are quite
favorably with those in similar type hospitals, it would seem

that this lack of satisfaction might be the result of failure
on the part of the employees to understand \/hiat the benefit

program included. It also clearly demonstrates the importance

of adequate communications. It is possible hospital benefits
generally may need to be improved.
This area is one ^ich it would not be difficult to

strengthen and one %fliich would pay remarkable dividends. A
remedial plan of action could be initiated in staff education

programs and might well be a part of the orientation plan for

all new employees. Such a program would be more meaningful if
the personnel office staff were invited to participate.
PEBSONAL RELATIONS

The thizd broad area called personal relations consists

of three categories. They are friendliness and cooperation of
fellow omployees, supervisor-employee interpersonal relations,
and confidence in management.

Friendliness and Cooperation of Fellow Employees

Items included under friendliness and cooperation of

fellow emplo3^es were mutual help and assistance, absence of
bossiness, absence of friction, and friendliness. The

category mean was higher than any other in the inventory. It
fell slightly above the mid-point in the high scale and item

scores ranged from slightly above the mean to a little below

the middle of the high scale«

There were no significant

deviations for item scores.

%
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Far, t Very hem
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7, Th® peopl® I work with
help eaoh other out when
soBseone falls behind or

A
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gets in a tight spot.

33, A few of the people I
work with think they run

D 78

the place.

34, The people I work with
get along well together.
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60, The people I work with
are -TCry friendly.

A
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AND COOPERATION OP FELLOW EMPLOYEES CATEGORY

Discussion of the findings. The responses of the group
to the four items in this category as shown in Figure 7 were
consistently high. There was very little deviation from the
mean and there was no significant variation for absence of

bossiness or absence of friction and less than probable signifi
cance for the other two items - mutual help and assistance and

friendliness. These findings reveal a very healthy attitude
among the ancillary employees on these points. Written comments

wtTB indicative of a friendly atnoiqplieini asd good morale

This category deals eith tlie most isi^rtant factor in
the wotk situation, the supervisor*employee relationship.

ItWR 8tat«mmts include concern for emiployee eelfare, ahamce

vojry Isnr
8. % itosa is t9» Intsrestsd
ia his own suoosss to

o»ir« ah out the aeods of
employees.

9. My boss is elways breet
log down oar ioeoksi he
wtches as too olosely.

_

"
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a

35.% boss has always been
fair in his dealings with A 9

to work together as a

A 94

team.

81. )fy boss really tries to
get oar ideas i^out
things
62. liy boss ought to be
friendlier toward

a

0

63. Ify boss lives up to his
proeaises
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INTERPERSONM. RELRTIOf^
CATEGORY

'see Appex^ix m

of over-strict supervision, credit for good %iK>rk, fairness,

promotion of team work, encouragcnnent of suggestions, friend
liness, and follow-through on promises.

The group mean as
'

shown in Figure 8 fell in the high scale and was one of the
highest category means the survey produced.

Discussion of the findings.

In this category itcmi

results are highly significant of good supeirvisor-employee

interpersonal relations.
morale at this level.

The findings reveal good employee

This is shown by the fact that the

group results are 25 percentile above the national norm.
There was no deviation from the suBan for concern about

employee welfare or over-strict supervision.

The deviation

for credit on good work was not significant.
Follow-through on promises showed a probably significant

deviation above the mean, and promotion of teamwork had a

definitely significant deviation of fifteen points.

This

exhibited a high degree of satisfaction among ancillary

employees to teamwork.

There is concurrence of opinion in the

management field that teamwork is more closely related to super

vision than any other factor.

This is also true of productivity.

Deviations below the group mean, though only of probable

significemce, occurred in friendliness and fairness.

The

deviation of twenty percentile for encouragement of suggestions

1
'.<■
h' . -

waa liighly significant of a definite vreakness in an area tdiicli
might be easily remedied.

One evidence of good leadership is

that of listening to, encouraging and accepting the suggestions

of employees. It is a way of giving increased recognition and
status to an employee and of improving morale and productivity
in a depairtment.

. ■ ,,

Confidence in Manaoment

There are seven items combined in the category on
confidence in management.

Their puzpose is to evaluate the

employees* opinions in relation to managerial practices.

Here

the itams have to do with effort to build good employee
relations, freedom to take complaints up-the-line, integrity

of management, concern for enployee welfare, friendliness,
adequacy of personnel policy, and encouragaanent of employee

suggestions.

This category has the lowest mean in the broad

area considered here.

As revealed in Figure 9, the mean fell

in the average scale at about the 62nd percentile.

Group

scores on item results range from above the middle of the
average scale to the lower part of the high column.

Discussion of findings.

Management's concern for

employee welfare showed no deviation but fell on the mean, and

encourageRUKRt of employee suggestions showed no significant
deviation.

Confidence In the integrity of management had only a
probable significant deviation above the mean, although effort

to build good employee relations had a highly significant
deviation of more than ten points above the mean.

11. Managemaut hare does ererytiiiog it oan to see that
siaployees got a fair broak

%

%

7aT.
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Interested in the welfare

of employees.
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FOR THE ITEM RESULTS OF THE CONFIDENCE IN
MANAGEMENT CATEGORY

Deviations below the group mean appear under freedcna

to take complaints up-the-line, friendliness, and adequacy of
personnel policy.

The deviations on all three itfisms are highly

significant of wealcness in these areas since each one deviates

approximately 10 |K7ints.

ivibth : V

It is possible that the lack o£ freedom to take com

plaints up-the-line could be quite closely related to the
deviation shovn in friendliness.

improvement*

Both of these areas need

Contacts up-the-line by ancillary workers are

infrequent and should therefore receive an "open door policy"
treatment.

A glance at the group mean \«fliich fell about 12 percentile above the national norm and the item scores, the

latter of ^ich fell about the middle of the average scale

might tend to give a satisfactory impression, but success is
not based on laediocrity.

Closer scrutiny makes one cognizant

of the high level of attainment %»hich might be achieved and
■Which should be the goal not only of every organization but
of every individual %dio is to be successful.

OPERATXIIG EFFICIENCY

The broad area of operating efficiency is made up of
three categories.

They are technical competence of super

vision, effectiveness of administration, and adequacy of com
munication.

The grouping was planned to educe the employees'

responses to smoothness of company operations.

Technical Competence of Supervision

In this category, the items have to do %d.th the super
visors' ability to train employees, handling of employee

VfiRNiElt RADCVIFFE MEMORIAL UBRARV
LOMA LINOA UNIVERSITY

LOMA LINDA, CALIFORNIA

51

supplies and equipeient needs, ability to maike decisions, clarity
of orders and instructions, Icnowledge of job, and ability to

organize. The category mean fell very high in the average scale
at alB»st the 70th percentile, considerably above the national
norm.

Iiow

13.

boss sass ttuit aoplajrees
are properly trained for
their jobs.

Ave

D

14. My boss sees that we have

^e things we need to do
our jobs.

40. My boss Icseps patting
things off5 he just lets
things ride.

66. My boss knows very little
about his job.

67« ^ boss has the work well
organized.
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COMPETENCE OF SUPERVISION
CATEGORY

Discussion of the findings.

Most of the items in this

category had no significant deviation but fell very near the
mean.

The supervisors* ability to make decisions, and clarity

of orders and instructions fell slightly above the imaan but
there vas no significant deviation.

Ability to train employees.

handling employees' needs and supplies and job knowledge.

alttiougli slightly below the mean again did not show significant
deviation,

A deviation of less than 5 percentile above the mecui for

clarity of orders and instructions fell slightly under probable
significance.

There was only one significant deviation.

It fell above

the middle of the high scale about 15 percentile above the

group mean and indicated a very high degree of satisfaction in
the supervisor's ability to organize the work.
Some might question the consistency of this response if
they were to compare it to the group response for work load.
However, since the work lists are made out by the team leaders,
this response reveals that they do not hold the supervisor
responsible for their work loads.

It indicates, rather, their

confidence in the ability of the supervisor.

Effectiveness of Administration

Included in the category of effectiveness of adminis
tration are efforts to build the organization, cooperation

between departments, clarity of orders and instructions, effi
ciency of company operations, and effectiveness of management,
It has to do with the over-all efficiency of nursing service

administration.

The group mean fell high in the upper margin

of the average scale near the 68th percentile well abov^ the

national nom.

!

Discussion of the findings.

Item results reveal a devi

ation ranging from a little below the center of the average
scale to the center of the high scale.

There was no deviation on cooperation between depart
ments since the score for the group fell on the mean, isfficiency of company operations deviated above the mean, but here
there was only probable significance.

^
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A definitely significant response was expressed to

^clarity of orders with the group score falling about 12 per- ^
centile above the mean in the center of the high scale.

Effectiveness of nursing service had a group scor4 which
deviated about 12 percentile below the group mean denoting an

area of weakness.

The lowest score In the category was the

response of the gi:x)up to the effort of nursing service to build
the organization.

This score deviated more than 20 percentile

below the group mean and fell several points below the national

norm.

It was a highly significant expression and seems to point

out that a problem exists between the two groups, perhaps at
the management level.

Many verbally expressed their feeling of inadequacy due
to a lack of knowledge and infomation to reply to the Items
in this category.

A nunOser felt their contacts with thpse in

this echelon were too infrequent to be able to give acc\jirate

responses to the items. These might well have been expiressions
of deeper feelings and needs. What are they saying?

Wliat is

the true meaning?

The ancillary group is the one hospitals are becoming
I

nK>re and more dependent on for the iiK>re routine tasks ill nurs
ing care. Many in the group exhibit the ability and willing
ness to assume added responsibility in the care of patients.

Are they not entitled to be kept informed and given opportuni

ties for contact with iaanag®aent? Is this an indication that
these people feel cut off? How effective might a definite plan
prove in improving the relationships in this area?

Further

study should be focused on this area to pin-point the problem.

The category on adequacy of communication was concerned

with knowledge of company plans and developments, freedom to
I

suggest improvements, knowledge of company operations, down-

the-line communication, method of handling ©mployee con^plaints,
I

and freedom of expression.

The category score, or group mean, fell below the

national norm at approximately the 48th percentile and yields,
therefore, a highly significant expression of a problem area.

FaT,! T II Vary Lew
17. ManageeMat tell* m^loyees
about ooBtpasy plane and
dsvalopraeats.
18. Thiqr eaooorage as to soaks
suggestions for improre-
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think around hers,
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Hig

It is regretable that the

group mean in a category such as this should fall beloij the
national norm. Some item results too, show a significant
I

deviation.

The group score for knowledge of how their Job fits in
i

with other work in the orgauaization did not show a significant
deviation.

The score fell at the national norm.

Method of hamdling complaints scored above the gicoup
mean and showed only probable significance.

Down-the-line

communication scores fell above the group mean in the high
j
maxgin of the average scale. It was definitely significant

with a deviation of 20 percentile. This denoted satisf]iction
on the part of employees for down-the-line coimnunicatioh. In
fact, the score was the highest of any in the category.
j

Freedom to suggest in^rovements scored slightly ]:i>elow

the group mean but the deviation was not significant, fl^ere
were, however, 46 per cent %4io felt they could not express
I

their feelings.

The group score fell in the low portiop of

the average scale with a deviation of 15 percentile below the

group mean.

This %fas definitely significant of the feelings

of the group in the matter of expressing their feelings and
for up-the-line communication.

The lowest score in the category fell near the middle

of the low scale at about the 22nd percentile with a highly

significant deviation of between 25 and 30 percentile.

This

reflects that the ancillary group feel they are not kepp;
informed of company plans and developments.

Weaknesses pointed out in this category are a labk of
freedom of expression and employees not being infomed about

company plans. In addition, adequacy of communication has an
over-all low mean.

What are the implications presented^' What

problems may result?—Employees vho feel insecure about manage
ment neither know %hat is going on nor can they take thhir
problems up the line,

Is this reaction one of insecurity on

the part of employees?

INDIVIDUAL SATISFACTIONS

Pour categories comprise the fifth broad area of indi
vidual satisfactions. They are security of job and work
relations, status and recognition, identification with the
I

company and opportunity for growth and development.

Responses

elicited center around the psychological satisfactions chained
by ancillary personnel from their work situation.

Items included in this category encompass steadiness of

the work load, handling of changes on the job, recognition of

Ibid., p. 18.

length of service, security against arbitrary dlscharget perma
nence and security of Job, knowledge of standing with company

and fair handling of lay-offs. The category mean of ab|>ut the
48th percentlie was again lower than the national norm denoting
an area of weakness.
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Discussion of the findings. In this category thejre were
several Items that showed no deviation of any slgnlflcanjce.
Handling changes on the job fell on the group mean. Perioemence
and job security deviated only slightly above the mean.

Contra

riwise, recognition of length of service and security against

arbitrary discharge de^riated slightly below the mean.

Closely matched deviations ihich fell approximatjely 10
percentile above the group mean occurred under steadiness of
the work load and knowledge of standing with the company.

It

must be kept in mind that the group mean was lower thasj the
national norm and for this reason the results can not 1^ con

sidered highly significant or satisfactory even though M^e
deviation is significant.
The lowest score in the categoiry was concerned with

fairness of lay-offs and fell in the low section of the
average scale close to the 40th percentile.

There is there

fore, a probable significance of deviation from the group mean.

Lay-offs are most infrequent in this organizatioli and
it was felt that this response might have been due to a lay
off \diich was made just before the inventory as a result of
I

indiscreet behavior on the pairt of an employee.

Items included in the category of status and rec<|>g-

nition are concerned with the employee's feeling of rec<^g-

nition in con^rison with other employees, importance o^ job,
freedom to use own judgment, feeling of equality with other
employees, recognition through adequate pay, and value gmd
meaningfulness of job.

The group mean for the category fell

near the 60th percentlle figure, some^^at ahove the nat|lonaI
norm.
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CATEGORY

Discussion of the findings.

One group score, re«pog-

nition in comparison with other employees fell at the
mean and so was not significant.
Soit« other items deviated below the mean, but not sig

nificantly. These were value and meaningfulness of JobJ and
recognition through adequate pay.

Significant deviations above the group mean appeiired
in the feeling of equality with other employees, with tie
group score at about the 68th percentlle, near the high margin
of the average scale.

The same also occurred for importance

'
i

of the job lAiere the deviation was slightly higher, the score

falling at the 72nd percentile in the lower margin of the high
scale.

The lowest item score occurred under freedom to use own

Judgment.

Here the group score fell in the upper margin of the

low scale and was between 30 and 35 percentile below the group
mean.

Such an extrasMSly marked deviation denotes a great deal

of dissatisfaction among employees in this area,

indication of a feeling of low status?

la this an

Does it mean ^nployees

are not getting the recognition deserved from up-the-line
staff?

Should ancillary personnel be given freedom to use

their own Judgment?

If so, to What extent would it be con

sidered a safe practice?

Providing immediate consideration to

the solution of these problem areas could yield valuable divi
dends with the employee group.

In the category of identification with the company,
there are four items that deal with a feeling of belonging,

interest in company, feeling of participation, and pride in
the company.

The score for the group or group mean fell in

the lower margin of the high scale at about the 72nd per
centile,
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Discussion of the findings.

Two items had a deviation

above the group laean. The employees' feeling of interest in
the company had a deviation of 7 percentile denoting probable
significance. Even iwore significantly, the score on pride in
the company fell above the center of the high scale, with a
deviation almost 15 percentile above the group mean. This is

definitely significant and reveals a high degree of satis
faction by the ancillary group tdio were working for the organ
ization.

There were two deviations below the mean %dkich were

significant of weakness. In response to the item on employees*
feeling of participation, there was a significant deviation of
about 10 percentile, A deviation of nearly 15 percentile

occurred to the item feeling of belonging, indicating this

group did not feel they belong. Theee findingai mhnifeat weak
nesses that should not exist.

The study has uncovered

responses to other items %diich could \i«ell be considered con

tributory factors.

Opportun

ceme

The category of opportunity for growth and advancement
is concerned with four items.

These are the use of skills and

abilities, career opportunity, fairness of promotion policy,
and opportunity for personal growth.

The category mean for

the group fell at about the 63rd percentile in the upper part
of the average scale.
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Discussion of the findings.

Item results ranged from

the upper low to the lower high scale.

Two items show devi

ations from the mean so slight that they are insignificant.
Use of skill and ability is Just above the group mean and
fairness of promotion is just below.

Opportunity for personal growth has a definitely sig

nificant deviation of 10 percentile above the mean indicating
satisfaction.

In other words, the ancillary group feel there

are opportunities for growth in their present Job,

A marked deviation below the group mean appears under
career opportunities.

The score falls close to the 25th per

centile in the high portion of the low scale with a deviation

of 35 percentile.

This is a highly significant deviation and

reflects the group feeling iidiich is not without cause.

There

are very few opportunities for advancement for the members of

the ancillary group. This presents a greater challenge than
ever administratively to more adequately meet the needs of
this group, to provide greater Job satisfaction in as many
areas as possible, and to make plans for improving weak points

that have been revealed as a result of the survey. There are
a number of areas inhere immediate action is possible, ihich
can be brought alx>ut through a discussion of the results of

the survey by the supervisory group and a definite plan laid
for augmenting the results.
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Pi9cu3Sion of the findings.

"was minimal.

The deviation on each item

The deviation above the mean was possibly 3 per-

centile concerning the inventory as a means of getting action
on «Biployee problems.

The same amount of deviation, but below

the mean, was found to the inventory as a means of communica
tion,

Neither, therefore, had significance.
There was an immediate question as to ^y the group

mean should be so low.

There se«iMd to be no hesitancy or

unwillingness manifested by the participants at the time the
inventory was conducted.

Each supervisor was contacted to see

if they had noted any adverse reaction by the employees.
felt there had been none.

succession.

They

Other questions followed in rapid

Since the hospital is connected with a university

iidiich conducts considerable research, are the employees too
frequently asked to participate in studies?

Or, since a

similar study had been conducted on the professional group

(about two years ago), had reports sifted through to this
group that nothing would result from their efforts?

Information was given at the time of the survey, to
the effect that, upon completion of the study, results would
be presented to the group and discussion permitted, and there
had seemed to be an acceptance of the entire plan.

There was

however, some question of complete anonymity which may have
affected the results.

It is possible that bowb participants

had hidden feelings of antagonlsia and there may have been
suspicions as to its use or a feeling of nothing will ccme of
it, so ^y bother.
/. ti -.t
' '*

SUMMhRY

This chapter dealt with the classification and analysis
of data obtained from the ancillary employees of the hospital
by use of the S.R.A. Employee Inventory. Their responses %«ere
tabulated in percentage form and then compared with the national
norm by the Science Research Associates.

The category results determine the general level of group
morale.

The 62nd percentile group mean, although above the

national norm, falls in the upper portion of the average scale
leaving a %ride span for improvement.

A comparison of the group score with the group mean and

national norm disclosed that the strong categorical areas weres
working conditions, friendliness and cooperation of fellow
eanployees, supeivisor-employee interpersonal relations, and
identification with the company.

Areas of weakness, iidiich need

improving, weret pay, tnnployee benefits, adequacy of communica
tion, and, security of Job and leark relations. The group score
reflecting the employee's reaction to the inventory fell con

siderably below the national norm. This might indicate suspi
cion as to its use, the good that could be accomplished by it,
or lack of acceptance of the plan.

I

* .^ I t

CHAPTER V

SUMMARy, CONCLUSIONS AND RECCaiMENDATIONS

We must stop letting today
be the effect of yesterday,
and begin to make it the cause
for tomorrow,
—W. D. Kendall

SUMMARY

This study was conducted to elicit information con

cerning job satisfaction from the ancillary personnel of a
selected hospital.

An attes^t was made to secure infor

mation «ihich would aid in locating weak spots and single out
problem areas, in devising and iraplamenting plans for Improv
ing existing working conditions, and in the securing of

greater job satisfaction among en^loyees.
Job satisfaction was deemed important not only because
of the increased emphasis being placed upon it but also
because the 1961 nursing staff in hospitals consisted of 70
per cent ancillary personnel.

The picture predicted an

increase even more challenging.
The method of research chosen for the study was the
normative survey.

For making such a survey, use was made of

i-

'h

the S.E.A. En^loyee Inventory developed by the Science Research

Associates of the University of Chicago, This widely used tool,
discovered in the course of reviewing literature, had an estab
lished validity and provided a set of national norms.

Ninety-five per cent of the jsmcillary employees par

ticipated in the study. This was 80 of a possible 84,

.v

The data were classified as directed by the Science
Research Associates and the per cent of agree and disagree

responses computed. These figures were sent to Chicago ^ere
they were tabulated. Plotting the score results of the group

automatically compared them with the national norm.

Very low,

low, average, high and very high indicate the standing in

relation to these norms,^
Since the procedure used in this study has been

described in detail elseiidiere,^ this chapter proceeds %d.th a
summary of findings, a drawing of conclusions, and a making
of recommendations.

3

The summary of findings,

taken up first,

proceeds by presenting generalized results of the areas, cat

egories, and itans of the inventory used for this investigation.

Ibid.

"See Chapter III
The significance of the findings are based on the devia

tion of the group score from the group mean. Deviations of over
ten points for this size group, according to the S.R.A. Manual,
are definitely significant.

Area Results

Due to the fact that the areas were comprised of several
categories, the category responses of t«hich varied considerably,
most of the areas showed conflicting results. Personal relations

in the company; however, vaa an area in %diich group scores
indicated satisfaction in each of the categories with all scores
above the group mean and above the national norm.

Some of the

responses fell %;ell into the high section of the scale, denot
ing an area of strength.

Financial rewards, an area in %dxich

category scores deviated consistently below the mean, indicated
a lack of satisfaction among employees.

of weakness.

This denoted an area

The scores were not only below the group mean but

were also below the national norm.

The overall category results (Figure 1) revealed the
group morale profile at a moderately high average of about 62
percentile %hich is considerably above the national norm.
Those categories whose group mean fell above the

general overall group aman were felt to indicate strength.
They were also above the national norm.

This being true, the

points of strength shown by this study were as followst
Friendliness and cooperation of fellow employees with
a group mean slightly above the mid-point of the high scale
(above 80 percentile).

Supervisor-employee interpersonal relations with a

group mean which £ell in the high scale (about 75 percentile)•
Working conditions with a group mean v^ich fell in
the high scale (about 75 percentile).

Identification with the company with a group mean
vAiich fell in the lower margin of the high scale (about 73
percentile).

Technical competence of supervision with a group mean
^diich fell in the high margin of the average scale (about 68
percentile),

Effectiveness of administration %irith a group mean
Which fell in the high margin of the average scale (about 67
percentile).

Thus, there was a high level of satisfaction evidenced by the
group to working conditions, to working relationships between
the employee and the supervisor, as well as between members
of the group.

Categories vhich %«ere considered borderline with group

means Which fell near or just slightly below the overall group
mean were found to be theses

Confidence in manageaent with a group mean ^id^ich fell
in the high part of the average scale (about 63 percentile),
Opportunity for growth and advancement with a group
mean Wtiich fell in the high part of the average scale (about 63
percentile),

Job demands with a group mean Which fell in the average
scale (about 60 percentile),

Status and recognition with a group mean ii^ich fell in
the average scale (about 60 percentile).
Since there was very little deviation to these, the group

response was considered meaningless.

In other words, the group

score failed to illustrate strength or veakness in these cate
gories.

Those categories considered areas of i#eakness with group

means below the overall group mean and below the national norm
weret

Adequacy of communication with a group meeui below the
center of the average scale near the 48th percentile indicated
clearly that communications need to be improved.
Security of job and work relations vrlth a group mean
near the 43th percentile, below the center of the average
scale revealed evident job insecurity.
Reactions to the inventory showed a high favorable

group response although it was low when compared to the national
norm. The response fell within the average section of the scale.
Pay with a group n^an which fell in the low part of the
average scale at about 38 percentile exposed a low average
satisfaction to pay and dissatisfaction in the handling of pay
matters.

Employee benefits showed a group mean near 20 percentile,
the lo%#est in the inventory. All item scores are clearly below
average and signify dissatisfaction to the benefit program, or
reveal that communications are inadequate or faulty.

An examination of the plotting of group responses bears out

that these are points of weakness.

This is illustrated in the

profile by the deviations below the mean (Figure 1).

The group responses of item results i«hich were considered
definitely significant were those with deviations more than ten
points above the group mean. These revealed group satisfaction
and points of strength.

Responses revealed the group did not

%
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consider their Job as dull or sK>notonous.

Equipment was con

sidered satisfactory to perform their work.

Participants

indicated they felt they were paid fairly compared with other
employees.

The group as a ^ole expressed a high satisfaction

to the ability of the supervisor to promote teamwork among the
personnel.

Bespondents expressed they felt management inras

trying to build good employee relations, that the supervisor
organized the work well and there was clarity of orders and
instructions by management.

Adequacy of communications

indicated they felt they were informed about the things they
"ought to know," felt satisfaction in the importance of their

job and pride in the place of their mployment.
Item results which were definitely significant, whose

deviations were nrare than ten points below the group mean,
indicated a lack of group satisfaction and points of weakness.
Work load showed BK>re than half of the group felt tired and

worn out after work.

Respondents' reactions to safety of work

ing conditions revealed they felt management took only average

means to correct hazardous working conditions, that the super

visor did not encourage employee suggestions, and a critical-

ness of management's efforts to build the organization and
make it successful.

Group reactions supported the conjecture

that both down-the-line and up-the-line communications were

faulty.

The group did not feel management kept employees

Informed about company plans and developments nor did they
feel they could esqpress their feelings.
Participant's responses CKpressed: a lack of freedom to
use their Judgment* length of service did not increase their

feeling of belonging, and the company does not offer their
group career opportunities or opportunity for advancement.

All other item results were considered non-significant*
The deviations from the group mean were not marked vhen the
item responses were plotted*

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions regarding factors contributing to job
satisfaction zunong ancillary personnel were based on the find

ings of the survey and an analysis of the data.

Results of the

study indicated the general level of morale, e3(^sed weak spots,
and pin-pointed problem areas*

Existing conditions id&ich

seemed of most importance to job satisfaction in this study
may be expressed as followst

1,

The group mean denoting the average level of morale

for the ancillary group fell just above the 60th percentile*
The goal or aim of an organization should be 100 per cent.
The higher the group morale the more constructive the reaction

of the employees to their entire work situation, the greater
their productivity, and the keener their interest in the
company.

A feeling of satisfaction may accompany the realization
that the morale of the group was above the national norm but

this should not result in complacency since there was a pos
sible improvement of 40 percentile. While it is recognized
that evesryone cannot be satisfied about everything, the number
and intensity of complaints serve as an excellent barometer.

2.

The group mean for both categories under the broad

area of job and conditions of work fell well above the national

norm.

However, there was a possibility that the work load was

unevenly divided, since about 45 per cent felt tired, worn out,

and that too much was expected of them. There was no way of
recommending changes in the working conditions, Tdiich about 40
per cent found annoying, until further study had been done to
identify these.

3.

Categories under financial benefits had group means

idiich fell far below the national norm. Since the study was
being conducted in a denominationally owned, non-profit hospi

tal, low salazry scores were anticipated. However, employee
benefit scores were not expected to fall below pay responses.
Seventy per cent felt the pay was lower them in other

companies and that it was not enough to live on. Approximately
the same number expressed narked satisfaction vdLth their

salaries as compared with other anployees.

There were about 50

per cent idio were dissatisfied with the hemdling of pay matters.

This

a factor xidiich might be improved.

However added infor

mation would be necessary if this were to be accomplish^.
pay problem should be investigated.

A

If it cannot be corrected,

an explanation should be made in order for employees to recog

nize the complaint is not being ignored.
More than 60 per cent said they understood and were

satisfied with the employee benefits.

About 40 per cent did

not understand \diat benefits were provided for employees»
Approximately the same per cent were dissatisfied with the
program or the way in vhich it was being handled.

It is pos

sible that the problem was not a need for added benefits but a

lack of clarity in communication.

The benefit program was

investigated and was found to be comparable to those in similar
organizations in the area.

4.

Personal relations in the company revealed greater

employee satisfaction than any other area.

It consisted of

three categories whose group meams were well above the national
norm*

Group responses revealed a high satisfaction with the

promotion of team work.

Dissatisfaction was expressed by the

group because employee suggestions were not encouraged.

This

was illustrated by the group score deviation %hich fell well
below the group mean, indicating weakness in this area.

5.

Satisfaction was revealed by the ancillary group in

t%tfo of the three categories in the area of operating efficiency.

Gzroup means vere well above the national norm expressing a high

average satisfaction. One item, management's efforts to build
the organization, had a group score tNhich deviated signifi
cantly below the group mean, indicating a %»eak area.

The third, adequacy of commxinication, had a group meam.
below the national norm. Two items in the category had sig
nificant deviations below the group mean.

These were know^

ledge of company plans and development, and freedom of

e3q>ression.

This revealed Inadequate or faulty communications

both up and down the line indicating an area of weakness.
Roadblocks to communication must be ranoved if an organization
is to operate efficiently.
6. Individual satisfaction, was composed of four cate
gories with varying group means.

All were above the national

norm except security of job and work relations ^ich was below.

Significant deviations below the group mean expressed lack of
satisfaction with regard to not being allowed to use their own

Judgment, the absence of a feeling of belonging and feeling of
participation, auid career opportunities.

This group has very

few opportunities for using their own judgment or for advance
ment.

There is very little to offer them in the way of career

opportunities.

Therefore, it is all the iiK)re important that

they be made to feel that they belong and are given all the

advantages it is possible to give them,

Conditions must l^e created xmder ^ich high levels of

job satisfaction can be reached by ancillary personnel, if
their sexrvices are to be maintained.
costly.

Employee turnover is

Every ancillary employee \Aio is recruited, selected,

and placed represents a financial outlay.
instructed, trained, and oriented.

Each must be

Every change that occurs

represents a financial loss.
Job satisfaction is an administrative responsibility.
The results of Job satisfaction are a lower rate of turnover
aiTKjng onployees.

This, in turn, lowers the cost of nursing

service and improves service to patients due to continuity in
their care.

Job satisfaction, also, motivates people to their

optimum perfomance.

Ill.

BECQMMEEDATIONS

Based on the findings of this study, and on the premise
that average is not a safe situation and certainly not one
«hich any orgzmization should be proud of or satisfied with,
it was felt the following recommendations for improvement
should be given immediate consideration!

1.

All areas of the study with findings average or

below should receive immediate consideration and methods of

improvement be initiated.
•I

•. .4- 4/
^ ^ „ at

.

2,

Study for improvement should begin in the areas

tidiich revealed the greatest weaknesses.

3.

The results of the study should be presented to

the supervisors of the units to enlighten them and enable them
to take remedial action in areas which involve them.

4.

Methods should be employed to Improve up-the-line

and down-the-line coxmnunications, to give employees freedom
to es^ress their ideas and feelings, and to keep employees
informed of what is going on in the organization.

5, An esxplanation should be made to employees of those
areas \idxich further study finds are not amenable to change for
improvement at the time.

Recommendations For Further Studv

1. Future studies of this type should be limited to
employees vho have worked a minimum of six months, to avoid
E>ossible skewing of the results,
2.

A study should be made of licensed vocational and

nurse assistant duties, to increase Job satisfaction in these
groups,

3. Study should be given employee Job satisfaction of
single units,

More than anything else, good ^ployee morale depends
on the relations that exist between management and employees.
The freedom of communication that exists up and down the line

in an organization is a good measure of these relations. In

taking steps to correct as many problem areas as possible.
BK>rale improves, problems in other areas become less signifi
cant and sometimes clear up entirely.
It is hoped that this study will be used by the adminis

trative staff and that it will be found useful in achieving and
maintaining a high level of job satisfaction among employees.
It is further hoped that this study will aid in stimulating
interest in achieving the primary goal of nursing serviceoptimum patient care.
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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
LOMA

UNDA

CALIFORNIA

SCHOOL OF NURSING

December 4, 1961

A survey is to be conducted during the month of December
among hospital auxiliary nursing personnel. This means all
full time licensed vocational nurses, all nursing assistants
(aides, orderlies, attendants), and ward clerks, on all three
shifts.

The purpose of the survey is to give administration better
insight and understanding of employees' needs, problems and
concerns. A questionnaire called the SRA Employee Inventory
will be used. It is completely anonymous and can be quickly
and easily filled out. Employees are encouraged to express
their true feeling. This study, I believe, can bring real
benefit to you as an employee, as well as to administration.
Further details of the survey will reach you individually as
to the time and place. You will also be reminded by your
supervisor. Instructions will be given immediately preceding
the time you fill out the form.
One hundred per cent participation is desired. It is hoped
you will find it possible to be a participant in this survey.
The few minutes you spend in support of this study will be
greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Mrs. Helen Austin, RN

HA:gk

APPENDIX II

S,R.A. EMPLOYEE INVENTORY

?

7

□ Kl □

AGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

□ □

AGREE

? disagree

K □□

agree

I—I I—I I—I

? disagree

that is important to you. If something is irritating or trying for you, please comment on it. If something is pleasing or satisfying,
please comment on that also. Or if you have a suggestion to help your job or the company, write that also.

you will find the space to write your comments. In this space we would like you to write anything about your job or the company

When you have finished filling out the questionnaire, check to see that you have marked every statement. Then turn to page 2 where

Do nor sign your name on the booklet. Be sure to fill in the blanks for general information on page 2 and page 3 of this booklet.
This information will be used only to make the results more meaningful. It will not be used to identify you, in any way.

Do not spend too much time on any one statement. If you cannot decide about a statement, mark the "?" box, and go on to the
next statement. If you make a mistake, erase your mark, or fill in the box completely. Then mark a cross in the correct box.

There are no "right" answers and no "wrong" answers. It is your own, honest opinion that we want.

1 would rather work in a large city than in a small town...

This person can't decide between a large city and a small town:

1 would rather work in a large city than in a small town...

This person wants to work in a small town:

1 would rather work in a large city than in a small town

This person feels he wants to work in a large city:

For example:

Choose the answer most like your own opinion and mark a cross in the box under it.

1 would rather work in a large city than in a small town

statement:

Read each statement carefully and decide how you feel about it. You will agree with some statements, and you will disagree with
others. You may be undecided about some. To help you express your opinion, three possible answers have been placed beside each

pletely frank in your answers.

Your company would like to know what you think about your job, your pay, your boss, and the company in general. This Inventory
is designed to help you tell us your ideas and opinions quickly and easily without signing your name. This booklet contains a number
of statements. All you have to do is to mark a cross by each statement to show how you feel. It is easy to do and you can be com

General information

Further details are given in the Manual.

The SRA Employee Inventory was prepared by the Employee Attimde
Research Group of the Industrial Relations Center, University of Chicago. 1 his
group has members from both the University and industry. Thus, both the
theoretical and practical aspects are well represented in all development work.

Center of the University of Chicago.

The SBA CmpJoyee Inventory is published by Science Rmearch Associa'^s, Inc.,
259 East Erie Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. It is Copyrighted, 1951, by the Industrial Relations
Please use number 7-1591 when reordering this booklet.
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DISAGREE
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?

?

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

slack periods in my work

.-

19. 1 am often bothered by sudden speed-ups or imexpected

18. They encourage us to make suggestions for
improvements here

developments

17. Management tells employees about company plans and

between departments

16. Management here sees to it that there is cooperation

and make it successful

15. Management here is really trying to build the organization

our jobs

14. My boss sees that we have the things we need to do

their jobs

13. My boss sees that employees are properly trained for

someone up-the-line

12. If 1 have a complaint to make, 1 feel free to talk to

employees get a fair break on the job

11. Management here does everything it can to see that

10. My boss gives us credit and praise for work well done

7

DISAGREE

7

7

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

□□

7

□□

7

□□

7

□□

7

□□

7

I I □ □
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DISAGREE
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□

DISAGREE
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7

□

DISAGREE

1 |□

2222E

[]] □ □

AGREE

9. My boss is always breathing down our necks; he watches

us too closely

DISAGREE

?

*^2^
|
|□ □
*|222l
|
|□ □

8. My boss is too interested in his own success to care about
the needs of employees

□

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

|
|□

?

|
|□ □

?

□□

?

[ |□ □

'S!i

||□ □

|

[]] □ □

?

falls behind or gets in a tight spot

7. The people I work with help each other out when someone

for employees

6. I understand what the company benefit program provides

5. They should do a better job of handling
pay matters here

companies

4. In my opinion, the pay here is lower than in other

conditions.

3. Management is doing its best to give us good working

in our work

2. Management does everything possible to prevent accidents

1. The hours of work here are O.K

□

AGREE

□

I |

*|222E.
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AGREE
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AGREE
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AGREE
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□
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GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

My boss lets us know exactly what is expected of us.

My boss keeps putting things off; he just lets things ride.,

Most of the higher-ups are friendly toward employees

employees

Management here is really interested in the welfare of

management
management

My boss gets employees to work together as a team
1have confidence in the fairness and honesty of

1have confidence in the fairness and honesty of

My boss has always been fair in his dealings with me.

The peopleIwork with get along well together

A few of the people 1 work with think they run the place...

Compared with other companies, employee benefits here
are good
are
good

I'm paid fairly compared with other employees

I'm paid fairly compared with other employees

For my kind of job, the working conditions are O.K—

Poor working conditions keep me from doing my best

in my work

They expect too much work from us around here

1 often feel worn out and tired on my job

There are plenty of good jobs here for those who want to

get ahead

organization

1have little opportunity to use my abilities in this

its future

1have a great deal of interest in this company and

The longer you work for this company the more you feel
you belong

this organization

Sometimes 1 feel that my job counts for very little in

Compared with other employees, we get very little
attention from management

3
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DISAGREE

u uu

?

?

organization
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?

?

?

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

65. Management ignores our suggestions and complaints

1 I | | | |
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DISAGREE

DISAGREE

66. My boss knows very little about his job.

□□

7

67. My boss has the work well organized.
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DISAGREE
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AGREE

DISAGREE

83.
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84.
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AGREE

85.

AGREE

7

80.

□ □□

AGREE

81.

AGREE

78. Ithink some good may come out of filling in an
Inventory like
Inventory
like this
this one
one

77. Filling in this Inventory is a good way to let

AGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

DISAGREE

management know what employees think

□ □□
?

?

AGREE

□ □□

AGREE

I I □ □ 71. You can say what you think around here

1_1

□
69. Management really knows its job
□
□
'pq
70. They have a poor way of handling employee complaints
here

□ □ □ 68. This company operates efficiently and smoothly

AGREE

AGREE

Management keeps us in the dark about things we
ought to know

*1^
1 I □ □
CZI □ □

Long service really means something in this organization
You can get fired around here without much cause

46. You can get fired around here without much cause

Ican be sure of my job as long asIdo good work

47. Ican be sure of my job as long asIdo good work

Ihave
have plenty
plenty of
of freedom
freedom on
on the
the job
job to
to use
use my
my own
own
48. I
judgment
judgment

Everybody in this organization tries to boss us around

49. Everybody in this organization tries to boss us around.

DISAGREE

□ □ □ 72. You always know where you stand with this company.. .
?

□ □ 73. When layoffs are necessary, they are handled fairly

?

Ireally feel part of this organization

50. Ireally feel part of this organization

I |

51. The people who get promotions around here usually

93.

□ □ □ 76. I'm proud to work for this company

I I □ □ 75. I'm really doing something worthwhile in my job

AGREE

□ □ □ 74. Iam very much underpaid for the work thatIdo

AGREE

deserve them
deserve
them

Ican leam a great deal on my present job

52. Ican leam a great deal on my present job

My job is often dull and monotonous

53. My job is often dull and monotonous

There is too much pressure on my job

54. There is too much pressure on my job
AGREE

?

□ □□
7

7

7

7

7

7

□□□

AGREE

□ □□

AGREE

□ □□

AGREE

□ □□

AGREE

□ □□

AGREE

□ □□

7

□ □□

AGREE

Some of the working conditions here are annoying, ,

□ □□

55. Some of the working conditions here are annoying

Ihave the right equipment to do my work......

56. Ihave the right equipment to do my work....

My pay is enough to live on comfortably
handled here

I'm satisfied with the way employee benefits are

59. The company's employee benefit program is O.K..
60. The peopleIwork with are very friendly
61. My boss really tries to get our ideas about things.
62. My boss ought to be friendlier toward employees.

63. My boss lives up to his promises
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APPEMJIX III

VOLUOTARY COMMENTS OF THE ANCILLARY STAFF

The second page of the 3.R.A, Employee Inventory pro

vided space for participants to make any comments they wished
on a voluntary basis. Fifty-four of the eighty employees or
almost 68 per cent responded.

An attempt was made to classify the comments in the

broad area vihich seemed most appropriate but the overlapping
of some made this impractical consequently they were classi
fied according to favorable and unfavorable comments.
comments are followed by a number.

Some

This indicates the number

of employees Who made a similar comment.

Favorable Comments

"The atiTK)sphere here is marvelous and iiK>st people are
trying to do a good job,

I have never been treated better and

would rather work here for less than be in many places I have
been." (3)

"The employee benefits are excellent, considerations

received from doctors, x-ray, lab, and hospital discounts make
up somewhat for What I feel are low vages."

"The people I work with are very friendly and cheerful
and ready to help out when needed." (17)

"I have never been unfairly treated (by management) and
consider our vionderful organization the best."
"I have wrked here several years vatching the institution

grow.

As a ^ole 1 am well satisfied in my employment and am

happy,"
"Any problems I might have are easily remedied."
"I appreciate the freedom we are granted to use our own
judgment in certain situations."

"I enjoy my work and am happy to work here."

(17)

"It is a wonderful privilege to have the opportunity to
%K>rk in this fine Christian institution."

(5)

"I want this institution to prosper and to do all I cem

to make it so because I feel that it is doing a marvelous job
for humauiity."

"I enjoy working here, it gives one the feeling of
belonging to one big family,"

"Thanks for giving us the privilege of speaking up,
even timid souls may open their hearts to a questionnaire like
this," (2)

Unfavorable Comments

"Our patient load is often heavy and at times it sesma
we can not give the nursing care we should,"

(9)

"I feel there could be a few improvements that would help
us as workers do a better job—for one thing a better training
for workers."

•^v ^

"I believe the pay scale should be a little higher," (5)
"I feel it is too long a time from nAien you are supposed
to be evaluated and really are and the time you get your raise."

"1 do not feel we are paid as highly as other hospitals,
but if I'm not satisfied, then X should leave therefore X do
not complain about wages, for, so far I have received raises at
intervals and I'm satisfied,"

"It would give us a boost and we could do our work

better if they would just tell us once in a while that we are
doing our work %rell,"

"I do not think suggestions are accepted too well, at
least not on our unit."

"Not as much cooperation between shifts as should be."

j

"I'd like to see some of the people over me have xnore

t' interest in the work they do,"

: .. S f

■:

•;*

J \i

"My one complaint is that I feel I'm not doing what

I've been trained for—that my year of school was a %«aste of
time." (5)

"A better training for new workers,"

(3)

"It would help considerably to have one worker from

each team come on thirty minutes early to do T.P.R.'s and
pitchers so we could have patients ready for breakfast When
trays come,"

\
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ABSTRACT

On the asstimption that there Is less turnover and

optiniuiB performance among employees ^sho receive a high level
of Job satisfaction, this study %iras undertaken to obtain data
that administration could use in evaluating Job satisfaction
among ancillary personnel.

The normative-survey was the method chosen and a

standardized tool, the S.R.A, Employee Inventory, developed by
the Science Research Associates of the University of Chicago,
was emtployed for collecting the data.

Ninety-five per cent of

the ancillary staff, in the selected hospital, participated in
the study.

After tallying the responses to the questionnaire

items, the results were sent to the Science Research Associates
to be plotted against the national norms.

The seventy-eight statement items were grouped in

fifteen categories and these again in six broad areas. Plotting
the category results revealed that the general level of morale
for the ancillary group was higher than the national norm.
Plotting the category results, also, indicated the areas

of strength and weakness. These were shown by marked devia

tions from the group mean; those above were highly satisfactory
areas and denoted strengths; those below showed lack of group

satisfaction and denoted weaknesses.

Based on this premise,

the ancillary group scores disclosed a high level of satis
faction to the following!

their work was not dull or

monotonous? there was adequacy of equipment? they felt they
were paid fairly compared with other «oployees?
team work among employees?

there was

good employee relations?

the

supervisor had the work well organized? clarity of orders and
Instructions? they were adequately Informed ahout things they

ought to know? the value and meanlngfulness of their job?
feeling of equality with other employees In the group? and
pride In the company.

Those Where a lack of satisfaction was felt by the group
uhlch Indicated weaknesses were? work load, safety program,

adequacy

of salary and oaployee benefits, encouragement of

employee suggestions. Ineffectiveness of management, lack of

knowledge of company plans and development (doim-the-llne com
munication), lack of freedom of expression (up-the-llne com
munication), there was a lack of? freedom to use their judgment,

feeling of belonging and opportxmlty for advancement.
Based on the findings of the study It was reconrnieaded
that (1) all areas average or below should receive Immediate

study and methods of improvmnent Initiated, (2) study for
Improvement should begin In areas of greatest weakness, (3)
results of the study should be presented to the supervisory

,JW
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Staff to enable them to take remedial action in areas in %diich

they %iere involved, (4) explanation should be made to employees
of areas vhich y/ere not amenable to change.
Since the goal of nursing service is optimum patient

care, and this can best be achieved by maintaining a stable,

efficient staff, it is hoped that this study will be used by

the administrative staff to achieve and maintain a high level
of Job satisfaction among employees.

It is further hoped

that this study will stimulate interest in that objective.
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